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The history of science is littered with examples of self-experimentation, ever
taunting the sacrosanct principle of scientific objectivity. Sanctorius Sanctorius’
dietetic experiments meticulously measuring his own food and excreta over thirty
years, Humphrey Davy’s delirious adventures testing the effects of laughing gas,
Nicolae Minovic who repeatedly hanged himself to develop a forensic understanding
of hanging, and Johann Wilhelm Ritter’s trials with increasing levels of electrical
currents applied to his body – these were all experiments that possibly exemplified
a confluence of extreme desperation to prove the validity of one’s scientific claims
and a willingness to suffer, and even risk death, for one’s ideas. After a brief survey
of the history of self-experimentation in the sciences, this talk will highlight
examples of self-experimentation by artists including Stelarc, Eduardo Kac, Orlan,
Marion Laval-Jeantet and the growing number of biohackers who seek to
reconfigure their own bodies and processes. The surprising continuities and radical
differences between the aesthetics and critical questions that inform artists’ selfexperimentations and those of scientists will be examined.
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